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A wee extra podcast this week. It starts quite positively with an audio report from the recent
Celtic Graves society event which celebrated the life of Sandy McMahon. Kris of the Lostbhoys
website provides the commentry and argues with himself over the number of goals Sandy
scored. Next up is one for the hardcore only. Eddie and Harry show themselves to be the
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Waldorf and Statler of the timternet as they record their thoughts throughout the recent League
cup final. After an overwhelming response from the masochists in the listenership we have
relented and it's now available. It runs from about the 30th to the 1h 32nd minute so fastforward
if you want to avoid reliving the horror. On the other hand if you couldn't be at Hampden it does
give you a flavour of what it would be like to sit next to two bampots who think they know it all.

This week the podcast includes some added content which can be accessed by scanning the
barcode on the graphic attached to the mp3. Whatever the podcast equivalent of DVD extras
are then that's what you've got. You'll need to download the stickybits app for your iphone or
android phone
. Once you have
scanned the barcode you will be able to hear the man of the moment - Stephen Smith of the
Rangers Supporters Trust talking about Neil Lennon on the BBC. You can also add any content
or comment you wish to the barcode and listeners across the world will be able to access it
once they do a quick scan. Why not scan a picture of where you listen to the podcast or
somehing an' 'at

The feed for the podcast can be found here . Remember you can subscribe via itunes here .

{mp3remote}http://traffic.libsyn.com/celticunderground/cu129.mp3{/mp3remote}

You can listen to and download the latest podcast here .

The feed for the podcast can be found here . Remember you can subscribe via itunes here .
Still intending to do another one on Sunday. Which will make 3 in 4 days. Take that Lostbhoys!

To get in touch with us regarding any comments, suggestions, criticisms or wildly inaccurate
rumours you'd like to see addressed on the next podcast, or if you'd like to contribute with an
mp3 you can email , leave your comments below or phone the hotline on 0141 416 1067.
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